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For their second semester as a graduate assistant (GA) at the Center for Arkansas History and 
Culture (CAHC), in the Fall 2019 semester Student B’s role at the CAHC changed from archival 
processing to managing the Digital Services Lab (DSL). In this new role, Student B’s 
responsibilities shifted from more traditional archival activities to addressing the concerns of a 
digital archive and the modern technologies that support that work. They followed a customized 
syllabus created for a second semester GA that covered a range of traditional and modern 
archival topics in both a theoretical and practical context. 
 
The student learning outcomes for Student B included: 1) Demonstrate knowledge of archival 
principles, practices, and values; 2) Identify and apply the Library of Congress Classification 
system; 3) Provide complete assistance to patrons at the research room; 4) Apply fundamental 
principles and practices of digitization; 5) Plan and execute a social media project popularizing 
archival records to the general audiences. 
 
At the start of the semester, Student B split their time between the DSL and processing so as to 
complete a partially processed collection from the previous semester. Processing required 
removing photographs from deteriorating photograph albums, arranging and rehousing them, 
and meeting with the daughter of the collection’s donor to identify people and events pictured in 
the photographs. In doing this work, Student B proficiently completed student learning outcomes 
1 and 2. 
 
Student B was trained on the general responsibilities of managing the DSL. These tasks 
included continual maintenance of the DSL computers’ software and hardware, and digitization 
equipment such as flatbed scanners, a VHS player, a 16mm film projector, a reel-to-reel audio 
deck, a cassette player deck, and more. In addition to maintenance, Student B was charged 
with all digitization requests, including an unusually large patron request to digitize 115 
photographs. Student B conducted all digitization activities throughout the semester efficiently 
and professionally, more than proficiently meeting student learning outcome number 4. 
 
In addition to digitization requests, Student B met student learning outcome 4 by wrapping up a 
long-term digitization project started in 2015. They effectively processed the final batches of the 
digitized reel-to-reel audio files using the standards and workflows in the CAHC Digitization 
Manual. 
 
As the GA working in the DSL, Student B had opportunities to work on a few unique projects 
that pushed them to exceed expectations of both student learning outcomes 1 and 4. At the 
request of the Director of Digital Projects and Initiatives, Student B researched the 
new-but-relevant topic of web archiving. With this research, Student B conducted testing on the 
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web archiving viability of CAHC’s web exhibits by using open source web archiving software. 
Student B wrote an enlightening report summarizing their research and results. Another project 
Student B was integral in moving forward was to inventory a large collection of audiovisual 
materials on obsolete media formats. With that inventory, Student B helped the archivists in 
assessing these materials to determine digitization priorities. 
 
As a regular assignment for all CAHC GAs, Student B completed student learning outcome 5 by 
creating a post for the CAHC’s social media as a means to engage with the community through 
CAHC’s materials. They pulled a historical photograph from CAHC archival collections and 
researched its historical context and significance. That research was then posted with the 
photograph to make for a unique and insightful social media post. 
 
The only student learning outcome that Student B was unable to fully complete was number 3. 
The DSL GA was required to work only one hour a week on the research room desk due to the 
extensive responsibilities required for managing the DSL. During this semester, Student B 
worked their one-hour shift in the late afternoon on a weekday, which turned out to be a time of 
day when fewer patrons were in the reading room. In order to meet student learning outcome 3 
in the future, Student B will be assigned during a busier time of day to work their hour on the 
desk.  
 
A final assessment that includes student feedback and next steps will be conducted at the end 
of the academic year. 
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